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Abstract—Delegation is an important dimension of security that plays a crucial role in the administration mechanism of access control policies. Delegation may be viewed as an exception made to an access control policy in which a user gets right to act on behalf of other users. This meta-level characteristic together with the complexity of delegation itself make it crucial to ensure the correct enforcement and management of delegation policy in a system via testing. To this end, we adopt mutation analysis for delegation policies. In order to achieve this, a set of mutant operators specially designed for introducing mutants into the key components (features) of delegation is proposed. Our approach consists of analyzing the representation of the key components of delegation, based on which we derive the suggested set of mutant operators. These operators can then be used to introduce mutants into delegation policies and thus, enable mutation testing. A demonstration of the proposed approach on a model-driven adaptive delegation implementation of a library management system is also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of access control, delegation is a very complex but important aspect that plays a key role in the administration mechanism [1]. Delegation is a process of delegating access rights from one user (called delegator) to another user (delegatee). The management and enforcement of a delegation policy is crucial because delegation can be considered as an administrative mechanism of access control. In a process of delegation, user gets exceptional capabilities to act on behalf of other users. Any discrepancy in delegation can cause a malicious user to get access to the protected resources of the system. It may cause privacy issues in case the data is used without the consent of authorized user. Therefore the enforcement of delegation in the system should be free from any disparity. Testing is a way to get confidence on the correctness of security policies enforcement, including delegation policies enforcement.

Software Testing aims at finding errors by executing tests against the flaws of the system. It is a way to establish confidence on the correctness of the system behavior and to ensure its quality. Although work is being done using formal verification [2], [3] and static/dynamic program analysis based techniques [4], testing approaches are still in need. As formal verification identifies design flaws but, some of the underlying implementation defects still remain undetected. To this end, some work have been done on testing access control policies [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, none of these works aims at testing delegation policies. This forms the main issue addressed by the present paper.

Mutation analysis [9], [10] is a well-established technique supporting various software development activities like testing [11] and debugging [12]. It operates by introducing artificial defects called mutants into the artifacts of the program under investigation [13]. Its requirement is to design test cases capable of revealing these defects. Researchers has shown that mutants despite being artificially introduced behave quite similarly to real faults [14]. Thus, the benefits of their use are evident. Mutation testing has been applied on XACML policies [15] and OrBAC policies [16]. Additionally, generic policy mutants and Obligation specific mutants have also been proposed in [17] and in [18], respectively. In this lines, the present paper proposes the use of mutation analysis for testing the behavior of a system with respect to its delegation policy. This practice provides an effective way to specialize the testing process to the delegation enforcement mechanism.

Delegation policy enforcement has certain testing challenges that makes its testing task interesting and hard. It requires verifying the mapping between different delegation elements such as delegator, delegatee and role or permission. Additionally, since delegation is often context dependent, it is vital to ensure that a specific delegation rule is enforced correctly in its specified context. Moreover, advanced (complex) delegation features (like monotonicity, temporary delegation, multiple delegation, multi-step delegation, etc.) pose further difficulties to the testing process. However, as a key role in the administration mechanism of access control, the more complex delegation features that a system supports, the easier (and more secure) its administration task is. Thus, testing delegation policy enforcement has to take into account various advanced delegation features that this paper is dealing with.

Testing of a delegation policy enforcement is the process of ensuring the correct enforcement of its delegation rules in a system. Mutation analysis for delegation policy involves creating mutants of a policy by injecting defects into the delegation rules of the policy. The system implementation
is then checked against the enforcement of the mutated policy versions. In view of the request-response nature of a delegation, policy mutants can be recognized as killed or live. In this paper, we introduce the issues of testing delegation policy enforcement. Ultimately, we suggest the use of mutation testing for their effective test. Briefly, our main contributions consist of 1) a formal specification of access control and delegation policy supporting advanced delegation features; and 2) a set of mutant operators derived from the process of analysing different aspects of delegation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates the aspects of testing a delegation policy via a running example. Some background material is given in Section III. In Section IV the notations of delegation model, context and features are introduced. In Sections V and VI the proposed set of mutant operators and a demonstration example of their application are given respectively. Finally Sections VII discuss some related work and Section VIII summarizes the paper.

II. A Running Example

This section presents a library management system (LMS) providing library services. There are two types of user accounts in the LMS: personnel accounts such as director, secretary, administrator and librarian, are managed by administrator; and borrower accounts like lecturer and student that are managed by secretary. A secretary can add new books in the LMS when they are delivered. The director of the library has the same accesses as the secretary, but additionally, he can also consult the personnel accounts. The librarian can consult the borrower accounts. Lecturers and students can borrow, reserve and return books, etc.

The LMS implementation details can be found in [19]. In this paper we describe some delegation situations as follows to illustrate our approach. We refer to these delegations as delegation 1, 2 and 3.

1) Bill (has role Director) delegates his permission of consulting personal account to Bob (Secretary).
2) Alice (Secretary) transfers her permission of creating borrower account to Jane (Librarian). Alice cannot use this permission while delegating it.
3) Bill (Director) delegates his permission of consulting personal account to Bob (Secretary) during his vacation (the delegation is automatically activated at the start of his vacation and revoked at the end of his vacation).

These delegation situations also will be used further in testing their correct enforcement via mutation analysis.

III. Background

A. Access Control

Access Control aims at securing a software system by controlling the access of users (or processes, components, etc.) to the resources (e.g. files, methods, etc.) of the system. Every access is controlled through the enforcement of an access control policy, which is composed of a set of rules for allowing or denying the access to the system resources, in different contexts.

Definition 1 (Access Control): Let $U$ be a set of users, $P$ be a set of permissions, and $C$ be a set of contexts. An access control policy $AC$ is defined as a user-permission-context assignment relation: $AC \subseteq U \times P \times C$. A user $u$ is granted permission $p$ in a given context $c$ if and only if $(u, p, c) \in AC$. Additional details about contexts are given in Section IV-B.

B. Delegation

In the field of access control, delegation is a very complex but important aspect that plays a key role in the administration mechanism [1]. By supporting delegation, a system allows its users to grant some authorizations, even though those users do not have any specific administrative privileges. There are two types of authorization can be delegated: right and obligation. This paper studies right delegation, further work will be dedicated to obligation delegation. In the rest of this paper, “delegation” is understood as “right delegation”.

So, delegation is the process of delegating access rights (permissions) from one subject i.e. a delegator to another subject i.e. a delegatee. The basic concept of delegation is presented in Figure 1. In this example, Alice (Secretary) and Jane (Librarian) have access to the resources of LMS with their personal rights, i.e. Alice as a secretary can add new books, and create borrower account, while Jane as a librarian can consult borrower account. For some reason, Alice wants to delegate her permission of creating borrow account to Jane. As described by the arrow from Alice to Jane in Figure 1, Alice (delegator) is delegating the permission of “create borrower account” to Jane (delegatee). Once Alice has been delegating this permission to Jane, it is added to the access rights of Jane. By this delegation, Jane can create borrower account while being delegated by Alice on this permission.
IV. SPECIFICATION OF DELEGATION FEATURES

This section defines a delegation policy by taking into account its various features. We will further use these definitions to express delegation mutant operators in Section V.

A. Delegation Policy

A delegation policy can be considered as an administrative-related security policy that is built on top of an access control policy. It is composed of delegation rules that can be specified at two levels: master-level and user-level. Basically, a delegation policy is two-fold:

1. It specifies who has the right to delegate which permission (for accessing to a given resource/action/subject) to whom, and in which context. Let us call this kind of rule is master-level delegation rule as such a rule is normally defined by policy officers. For example, a policy officer can define a rule to specify that the head of department at a university can delegate the permission of updating personnel accounts to a professor only.

   Definition 2 (Master-Level Delegation): Let \( U \) be a set of users, \( P \) be a set of permissions, and \( C \) be a set of contexts. A master-level delegation policy \( MLD \) is defined as a user-user-permission-context assignment relation: \( MLD \subseteq U \times U \times P \times C \). A delegation of a permission \( p \) from a user \( u_1 \) to a user \( u_2 \) in a given context \( c \) can be performed if and only if \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in MLD\).

2. It specifies who is delegating to whom which permission, and in which context. Let us call this kind of rule is user-level delegation rule as these rules are mostly defined by normal users. Note that user-level delegation rules must conform to master-level delegation rules. For example, Bill (the head of department) is delegating his permission of updating personnel accounts to Bob (a professor) during his absence.

   Definition 3 (User-Level Delegation): Let \( U \) be a set of users, \( P \) be a set of permissions, and \( C \) be a set of contexts. A user-level delegation policy \( ULD \) is defined as a user-user-permission-context assignment relation: \( ULD \subseteq U \times U \times P \times C \). A user \( u_2 \) can have a permission \( p \) by delegation from a user \( u_1 \) in a given context \( c \) if and only if \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in ULD\).

B. Context

A context is a condition or a combination of conditions in which an access control/delegation rule is active, i.e. enforced in the running system. Cuppens et al. [20] discuss five different kinds of contexts. These kinds include temporal, spatial, user-declared, pre-requisite and provisional context. Temporal delegation is delegation within a time constraint, for example delegation is active for two days or delegation is active for the time user is on vacation. The spatial context is used for subject location, e.g. a delegated permission is only active when the delegatee is at office. User-declared context is related to the purpose of the subject. Prerequisite context allows delegation when some pre-condition is satisfied and the provisional context depends on the previous actions that subject has performed on the system.

Our security model supports context composition using following operators: conjunction \&., disjunction \( \oplus \), and negation \( \neg \).

Note that every delegation rule defined in this paper is always associated with a context \( c \). By default, if not specified explicitly, a context \( c \) is at least composed of a condition, called Default, i.e. always true.

C. Delegation Features

Delegation is a powerful and very useful way to perform access control policy administration. On one hand, it allows users to temporarily modify the access control policy by delegating access rights. By delegation, a delegatee can perform the delegated job, without requiring the intervention of the security officer. On the other hand, the grantor/delegator and/or some specific authorized users should be supported to revoke the delegation either manually or automatically. On both hands, the administrative task can be simplified and collaborative work can be managed securely, especially with the increase in shared information and distributed systems. However, the simpler the administrative task can be, the more complex features of delegation have to be properly specified and enforced in the software system.

In this section, we define the most well-known complex delegation features and formally specify them w.r.t the definitions of access control and delegation policies. In the following definitions, we use \( \text{pre}, \text{body}, \text{and post} \) to respectively specify the state of the policy before changing, the state while it is being changed by the function, and the state after changing.

1) Monotonicity of Delegation: Monotonicity of delegation refers to whether or not the delegator can still use the permission while delegating it [21]. If the delegator can still use the permission while delegating it, the delegation is called grant delegation. Of course, the delegatee can use the permission while it is being delegated to him. This is monotonic because available authorizations (in \( AC \)) are increased due to successful delegation operations. Again, note that every delegation can only be performed if and only if it satisfies the master-level delegation policy.

   Definition 4 (Grant Delegation):
   
   \[ \text{grantDelegation}(u_1, u_2, p, c): - \]
   \[ \text{pre} \ (u_1, p, c) \in AC \land (u_2, p, c) \notin AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in MLD \]
   \[ \text{body} \ AC := AC \cup \{(u_2, p, c)\}; \ ULD := ULD \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\} \]
   \[ \text{post} \ (u_1, p, c) \in AC \land (u_2, p, c) \in AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in ULD \]

   Vice versa, if the delegator can not use the permission while delegating it, the delegation is called transfer dele-
gation. As such, this is non-monotonic because available authorizations (in AC) are not increased due to successful delegation operations.

**Definition 5 (Transfer Delegation):**

\[
\text{transferDelegation}(u_1, u_2, p, c) : - \quad \text{pre } (u_1, p, c) \in AC \land (u_2, p, c) \notin AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in MLD \\
\text{body } AC := AC \setminus \{(u_1, p, c)\}; \quad AC := AC \cup \{(u_2, p, c)\}; \\
ULD := ULD \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\} \end{array}
\]

\[
\text{post } (u_1, p, c) \notin AC \land (u_2, p, c) \in AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in ULD)
\]

2) **Temporary Delegation:** This is also a very common feature of delegation used by users. When revocation is handled automatically, the delegation is called temporary. In this case, the delegator specifies the temporal conditions in which this delegation applies: only at a given time, after or before a given time, or during a given time interval. The temporal conditions may correspond to a day of the week, or to a time of the day, etc. If the temporal context is not used, the delegation needs to be revoked manually.

As we have mentioned, a delegator (e.g. Bill) can include a temporal condition in the context of the delegation rule, for instance during his vacation. Thus, here the temporal context is **vacation_period** defined as follows:

**Definition 6 (Temporary Delegation):** Let \( c \) be a given context of a delegation (either grant delegation or transfer delegation). A delegation is specified as temporary if its context is associated with some time constraint. The delegation will be only active while the time constraint is satisfied.

\[
c := c \& \text{vacation_period}(\text{startDate}, \text{endDate})
\]

\[
\text{where } \text{vacation_period}(\text{startDate}, \text{endDate}) : - \quad \text{startDate} \leq \text{endDate} \land \text{afterDate}(\text{startDate}) \land \text{beforeDate}(\text{endDate})
\]

Here, \( \text{afterDate}(\text{date}) \) returns true iff \( \text{date} \) is equal or later than the current date. Similarly, \( \text{beforeDate}(\text{date}) \) returns true iff \( \text{date} \) is equal or earlier than the current date.

3) **Multiple Delegation:** Multiple delegation refers to the maximum number of times a permission can be delegated at a given time. We define a counting function to count the number of delegations of a permission, delegated by a delegator in a given context. The number returned by this function is always updated according to the change in the delegation policy, i.e. the number of delegation rules related to permission \( p \).

\[
\text{countDelegation}(u, p, c) := |\{(u, v, p, c) | \forall v \in U : (u, v, p, c) \in ULD\}|
\]

Let \( N_m \) be this number and it is pre-defined by the security officer.

**Definition 7:** \( \text{grantDelegation}(u_1, u_2, p, c \& \text{countDelegation}(u_1, p, c) < N_m) : - \quad \text{pre } (u_1, p, c) \in AC \land (u_2, p, c) \notin AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in MLD \land \text{countDelegation}(u_1, p, c) < N_m \\
\text{body } AC := AC \cup \{(u_2, p, c)\}; \quad ULD := ULD \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\} \end{array}
\]

In this section, we define mutant operators for delegations. The operators are defined solely for delegation in an access
control policy and we do not consider other aspects of policy such as obligations. Testing of access rights and obligations is done separately in several works [18], [17]. We categorize the operators into two broad categories: basic delegation operator and advanced delegation operator.

Note that we omitted the notion of role in Section III because we focused on the formalisation of different features of delegation where they can be specified without the definition of role. However, in practice, the notion of role is commonly used for supporting natural abstractions like sets of permissions. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) introduces a set of role and decomposes the relation $AC$ into user-role assignment $UR \subseteq U \times R$, and role-permission-context assignment $RPC \subseteq R \times P \times C$. Thus, $AC = UR \circ RPC$. For evaluation of operators, we will derive our delegation operators based on RBAC but we consider aspects that are commonly found in most access control and delegation models.

A. Basic Delegation Mutant Operators

Basically delegation are of two types: permission delegation and role delegation.

- Permission delegation: Users can delegate specific permission(s) that are associated with their own roles.

- Role delegation: Role delegation means a user empowered in some role(s) can delegate his role to other user(s). In this way the delegate can use permissions of his role and permissions of role that is delegated to him. We introduce the following operators based on the basic types of delegation.

1) Permission Delegation Operator: Permission delegations are the most frequent type of delegations used in access control. Permissions are delegated between two subjects, like in LMS, one such delegation is Alice (secretary) delegated her permission to create borrow account to Jane (librarian). The Permission Delegation Operator (PDM) will mutate the permission delegation rule by replacing the permission being delegated by another permission of the delegator.

**Definition 11:** $PDM(u_1, u_2, p_{1a}, c) :=$

$pre \ (u_1, u_2, p_{1a}, c) \in ULD \land (u_1, r_1) \in UR \land (u_2, r_2) \in UR \land (r_1, p_{1a}, c) \in RPC \land (r_1, p_{1b}, c) \in RPC$

$body \ ULD := ULD \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, p_{1a}, c)\} \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p_{1b}, c)\}$

$AC := AC \cup \{(u_2, p_{1b}, c)\}$

$post \ (u_2, p_{1b}, c) \in AC \land (u_1, u_2, p_{1b}, c) \in ULD$

2) Role Delegation Operator: The Role Delegation Operator (RDM) is used to simulate errors in delegation of roles. The RDM operator will mutate the delegation rule by replacing the delegator by some other user having different role. For example in the LMS system, one delegation is: Bill (Director) delegates his role to Bob (Secretary). The most important aspect in such a delegation is to establish correct link between delegator-role-delegatee. This means that the right delegator delegates the right role to the delegatee.

**Definition 12:** $RDM(u_1, u_2, r_1, c) :=$

$pre \ (u_1, r_1) \in UR \land (u_2, r_2) \in UR \land (u_3, r_3) \in UR \land r_2 \neq r_3 \land (u_1, u_2, r_1, c) \in ULD$

$body \ ULD := ULD \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, r_1, c)\} \cup \{(u_3, u_2, r_3, c)\}$

$UR := UR \cup \{(u_2, r_3)\}$

$post \ (u_2, r_3) \in UR \land (u_3, u_2, r_3, c) \in ULD$

B. Advanced Delegation Operators

Advanced delegation operators are described w.r.t advanced properties of delegation such as transfer delegation, temporary delegation, user-specific delegation, role-specific delegation, etc., we introduce mutants to simulate errors that affects the correctness of these types of delegation.

1) Monotonic Delegation Operators: A delegation can be monotonic or non-monotonic. The former specifies that the delegated access right is available to both the delegator and delegatee after enforcing this delegation. The latter means that the delegated role/permission is transferred to the delegatee, and the delegator temporarily loses his rights while delegating them. In this case, the delegation is called a transfer delegation. For instance in LMS, a secretary (Bob) transfers his role to an administrator (Sam) and Bob no longer can use his role during the delegation period.

By mutating the property monotonicity of a delegation, we can simulate errors such as the enforcement of a transfer delegation is implemented as a grant delegation, or vice versa, a grant delegation is changed to a transfer delegation. The Transfer to Grant Delegation Operator (T2G) and the Grant to Transfer Delegation Operator (G2T) are defined for performing these mutations.

**Definition 13:** $G2T(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsMonotonic) :=$

$pre \ (u_1, p, c) \in AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsMonotonic) \in ULD$

$body \ ULD := ULD \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsMonotonic)\} \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsNonMonotonic)\}$

$AC := AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsNonMonotonic) \in ULD$

**Definition 14:** $T2G(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsNonMonotonic) :=$

$pre \ (u_1, p, c) \notin AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsNonMonotonic) \in ULD$

$body \ ULD := ULD \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsNonMonotonic)\} \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsMonotonic)\}$

$AC := AC \land (u_1, u_2, p, c \& IsMonotonic) \in ULD$

2) Context-based Delegation Operators: Delegations are always applied in some context. Test should guarantee correct implementation of context of delegations. Delegation contexts can be temporal, spatial, provisional, pre-requisite or a user declared context. The context is tested by reducing the scope of the context (CR), by extending the scope of the context (CE) and by negating the original context (CN).

In this paper, we only deal with temporal delegation because of its popularity [20]. The other types of context-based delegations are not considered. We introduce the Temporal Delegation Operator (TDM) to mutate the duration of temporal delegation. To be more specific, we mutate the temporal delegation rule by reducing or expanding the
duration of a temporal delegation. For example, we apply
TDM for the temporal delegation defined in Definition 6 as follows.

Definition 15: TDM \((\text{startDate}, \text{endDate})\) := 
pre \(\text{vacation\_period}(\text{startDate}, \text{endDate})\)
body \(\text{startDate} := \text{later\_StartDate} \land \text{later\_StartDate} > \text{startDate} \land \text{later\_StartDate} < \text{endDate} \) end
post \(\text{vacation\_period}(\text{later\_StartDate}, \text{endDate})\)

3) Role-Specific Delegation Operators: A security policy could allow users having a specific role can only delegate to other users having some role that belongs to the possible delegation targets of that role. This can be seen as the case where the security policy ensures that no conflict of interest can occur by delegation. Roughly speaking, one example is in any case a student must never have permissions of both roles student and lecturer because he can edit his own grades. That means a lecturer does not have right to delegate his role to his student. To test this kind of restriction we propose the following operators. The Role Delegation Off-Target 1 Operator (RDOT\(_1\)) will replace the delegatee by another user whose role is not a possible target of the delegator’s role. That means there exists a delegation rule at master level saying that a user of this role is a possible delegatee of a user of another role: \((u_1, u_2, r, c) \in \text{MLD}\). Note that to keep it general, we use the definition of master-level delegation rule to refer to all kinds of delegation rule specifying constraints, e.g. role-specific delegation, multiple delegation, multi-step delegation, etc.

Definition 16: RDOT\(_1\)(\((u_1, u_2, r, c)\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, r, c) \in \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_3, r, c) \notin \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_2, r, c) \notin \text{ULD}\)
body \(\text{ULD} := \text{ULD} \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, r, c) \cup (u_1, u_3, r, c)\}\) end
post \((u_1, u_3, r, c) \notin \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_3, r, c) \notin \text{ULD}\)

Vice versa, the Role Delegation Off-Target 2 Operator (RDOT\(_2\)) will replace the delegatee by another user whose role’s delegation targets set does not contain the delegatee’s role.

Definition 17: RDOT\(_2\)(\((u_1, u_2, r, c)\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, r, c) \in \text{MLD} \land (u_3, u_2, r, c) \notin \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_2, r, c) \in \text{ULD}\)
body \(\text{ULD} := \text{ULD} \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, r, c) \cup (u_3, u_2, r, c)\}\) end
post \((u_3, u_2, r, c) \notin \text{MLD} \land (u_3, u_2, r, c) \in \text{ULD}\)

4) Permission-Specific Delegation Operators: In this category, we discuss permission specific operator. The Non-Delegable Permission Delegation Operators (NDPD) will mutate a permission delegation by changing the delegated permission from delegable to non-delegable.

Definition 18: NDPD(\((u_1, u_2, p, c)\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{ULD}\)
body \(\text{MLD} := \text{MLD} \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\}\) end
post \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \notin \text{MLD} \land (u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{ULD}\)

5) Multiple Delegation Operator: Tests should reveal problems in ensuring that the number of concurrent delegations of a specific role/permission does not exceed the threshold defined for it at the master level. To simulate the case where adding a new delegation will make that number exceeds a pre-define threshold of a role/permission, we introduce Multiple Delegation Operator (MultiD).

Definition 19: MultiD(\(\text{countDelegation}(u_1, p, c) < N_m\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{MLD} \land \text{countDelegation}(u_1, p, c) = N_m\)
body \(\text{ULD} := \text{ULD} \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\}\) end
post \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{ULD} \land \text{countDelegation}(u_1, p, c) = N_m + 1\)

6) Multi-step Delegation Operator: Tests should also reveal problems in re-delegation of permissions and roles. Some roles and permissions can be defined as re-delegable only after a limited number of times. We mutate the policy by re-delegating a role or permission that is not re-delegable and vice versa. In the mutated policy the delegatee will take the role/permutation of delegator. Similarly the role and permissions that should not be redelegated are mutated by re-delegating them. The Re-delegation Operator (ReD) adds a new delegation rule into the policy where the delegating permission/role must not be re-delegated any more (\(\text{stepCounter} = 0\)).

Definition 20: ReD(\(\text{stepCounter}(u_1, p, c)\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{MLD} \land \text{stepCounter}(u_1, p, c) = 0\)
body \(\text{ULD} := \text{ULD} \cup \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\}\)
stepCounter(\(u_2, p, c\)) := stepCounter(\(u_1, p, c\)) - 1 end
post \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{ULD} \land \text{stepCounter}(u_2, p, c) = -1\)

7) Delegation Removal Operators: Tests should be able to detect that a delegation rule is missing. We introduce the Delegation Removal Operator (DR) that removes one of the delegation rules.

Definition 21: DR(\((u_1, u_2, p, c)\)) := 
pre \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \in \text{ULD}\)
body \(\text{ULD} := \text{ULD} \setminus \{(u_1, u_2, p, c)\}\)
post \((u_1, u_2, p, c) \notin \text{ULD}\)

All the delegation mutants defined in this section are derived from basic delegation types as well as various (advanced) well-known delegation features. Thus, we believe they are representative for testing delegation policies. A demonstration example of using some of these mutants is given in the next section.

VI. DEMONSTRATION OF TESTING DELEGATION POLICY ENFORCEMENT

In this section, we first give a brief description of a prototype system (LMS) implemented as a proof-of-concept. Then, we demonstrate how the proposed mutation analysis approach has been applied on this system.

A. Model-Driven Adaptive Delegation

The implementation of LMS is part of our previous work [19] on Model Driven Adaptive Delegation. In [19], we
propose a model-driven framework in which on one hand, we can specify a security model using a Domain Specific Language (DSL). On the other hand, the business logic of the system can be specified using another DSL, i.e. component-based architecture. As shown in Figure 2, the security model will be transformed and composed with the architecture model of the system. The composed model actually reflects the security policy at architecture level. By leveraging the notion of model@runtime [22], the running system can be adapted according to the newly composed model. Thus any change in the policy (access control and/or delegation) will be automatically enforced in the running system at runtime. Figure 3 shows an example of the 3-layer architecture reflecting security policy. In this policy configuration, Bill has role Director that can have access rights to BorrowerAccount Resource but currently Bill is temporarily transferring his role to Bob (his secretary). The links between components at different layers are actually the service bindings from “client” ports (of the components on the left) to “server” ports (of the components on the right).

B. Mutation Process

Figure 4 gives an overview of the mutation process for testing delegation. Based on the mutant operators presented in Section V our delegation policy can be easily mutated. Via the model-driven framework described above, those mutated policies can be automatically enforced in the running system.

We performed mutation analysis on the examples described in Section II. We used those three delegation situations to demonstrate the application of the proposed approach. We chose five test cases to test these three types of delegation of our running example. Table 1 gives an overview of them.

In case of delegation 1, Bill (Director) delegates his permission consultPersonnelAccount to Bob (Secretary). This simple delegation is mutated in two different ways, first replacing Bill by Sam who is an administrator (by using RDM) and then by replacing consultPersonnelAccount with another permission (using PDM), e.g. consultBorrowerAccount. We created one test case (TC1) to test if Bob can do consultPersonnelAccount after enforcing the delegation rule. The test case was able to kill the second mutant because Bob was not delegated consultPersonnelAccount but consultBorrowerAccount. However, it did not kill the first mutant because Sam also has the right consultPersonnelAccount as Bob. Thus, Sam’s rights including consultPersonnelAccount have been delegated to Bob, that made him accessible to consultPersonnelAccount.

In case of delegation 2, we use two test cases to test this delegation. One (TC2) is used to test the correct enforcement of the delegated permission (createBorrowerAccount). It resembles the test case for delegation 1, in which we test right allocation of permission. Similarly, it detects mutant in where a wrong permission is inserted (PDM) but fails to kill
Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>Killed Mutants</th>
<th>Live Mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case-1</td>
<td>PDM (wrong permission mutant)</td>
<td>RDM (delegator fault)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Case-2</td>
<td>T2G (wrong type of delegation)</td>
<td>PDM (delegator replaced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Case-3</td>
<td>T2G (wrong type of delegation)</td>
<td>TDM (CE,CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Case-4</td>
<td>TDM (CE,CR)</td>
<td>PDM, RDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Case-5</td>
<td>PDM (permission replaced)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We test delegation 3 in a temporal context. We chose two test cases (TC4 and TC5) to kill the four mutants of this delegation. Two mutants are created by injecting permission and delegator related faults (PDM and RDM). The other two mutants are created by reducing and expanding the duration of a temporal delegation (TDM). We created a test case (TC4) similar to TC1. The other test case (TC5) is designed to detect if enforcement of delegation 3 is correct during its active duration. TC5 kills TDM but leaves undetected the mutants of PDM and RDM. Vice versa, TC4 cannot kill the mutant of TDM.

VII. RELATED WORK

Testing of access control policy is a relatively new domain. Some work is available on testing of access control policy with XACML. Martin and Xie [17] propose a fault model for access control policies based on XACML. This fault model was then used to measure the effectiveness of their test cases. The fault model considers access control features composed of permissions and prohibitions. Hu et al. [15] elaborate the conformance checking of access control policy. Other approaches try to test a policy by using state machines. The main focus of such approaches is the generation of test cases for access control policies [16], [7]. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any approach dedicated to testing delegation enforcement taking into account an extensive delegation model like ours.

Le Traon et al. [23] establish a mutation analysis approach for performing security testing. Xu et al. [8] propose a model based testing approach for access control policies. They use both the policy and its contracts implemented in a number of industry usable languages. The test adequacy is also measured through mutation analysis. El Rakaiby et al. [18] use mutation analysis to test obligations. Their approach (not model-based) is on the same lines with the one proposed here except that their focus is obligation and our focus is delegation. However, there is a big difference because delegation and obligation are two different aspects. Especially, because of the "meta-level" character of delegation w.r.t access control, applying mutation analysis for testing delegation enforcement has to take into account different delegation features in the whole process. Moreover, our mutation analysis approach bases on our model-driven framework showed in [19] making it easy to leverage model-based testing techniques.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The process of delegating access rights forms one of the central issues in the administration of an access control policy. The delegation of authority gives users more rights over protected resources so its undisputed implementation and enforcement require a rigorous testing process. In view of this, the present paper suggests the use of mutation analysis to test the delegation policy enforcement. To achieve this, a careful and formal analysis of different delegation features was performed. Based on this analysis a set of mutant operators specific for delegation has been derived.

In future, a thorough empirical study using the proposed mutant operators is planned. This will lead in identifying the most useful and effective mutant operators. Moreover, we aim at investigating ways to automatically generate test cases for killing the proposed mutants. Towards this direction we aim at extending existing approaches [24], [25] to deal with delegations. Finally, the integration of model-based testing with the suggested mutation approach will be also researched.
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